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How To Get Started
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Journaling is an excellent way to get your thoughts and feelings out of your

head. It can be a tool for better understanding what you're thinking, how you're

feeling, and why you might be thinking or feeling those things. When thoughts

are trapped in our heads with no outlet, we believe them, even if they are lies

we're telling ourselves. When you can see them or read them out loud, it's

easier to identify those lies and remove them from what we consider "truths:"

about ourselves.

As new moms who are experiencing postpartum struggles, it's easy to tell

ourselves lies about our abilities as a mom, about our bodies, about our worth.

Journaling allows you to put those feelings down and can be a great source

for conversation with your significant other or your therapist.

Journaling can also be incredibly helpful when it

comes to articulating your feelings to your

significant other. If you struggle to explain to them

how you're really feeling, write those things down.

Then, either let them read what you wrote or use

them as notes when you sit down to talk to them.

Use the following pages as templates to help  you

get started on your journaling journey. Or, use a

dedicated journal or a document on your

computer. Whatever method is most comfortable

to you is the best option.
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Let It Flow
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Use the next couple of pages to write down your thoughts, feelings, worries,

fears, anxieties, pressures, hopes, wins, ambitions, and more.



Let It Flow
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Free Writing
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Use the next several pages to write more freely. No expectations, just

whatever you want to get out.



Free Writing
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Below are some key pieces of research and articles around the benefits

of journaling.
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